
 

 
 
 

 

 
RAFOC REMINISCENCES AND RAMBLINGS - WEEK 192 

8th DECEMBER 2023 
GREETINGS: 
 

This is a bonus issue of Ramblings due to the number of significant events in the last week… South 
Africa water quality collapses… Cocaine worth millions seized at Durban Harbour… where 100 000 
containers are now waiting… Tour bus terror: Sun City, Pilanesberg tourists ambushed, shot at for 
euros… Alerts for thunderstorms and damaging winds in parts of SA… ANC accuses Sherriff of 
causing unwarranted spectacle… ANC set to steam ahead on NHI Bill… Joburg Property ram 
through a massive refurbishment of Metro Centre… why is the government buying cars for traditional 
leaders?... 'No evidence of judges being captured' says Zondo… 'Your own president said you're 
thieves' - Mashatile gets grilled… Grim border rescue: BMA halts trafficking of more than 400 
children… more tourists mugged on Lions Head and in Table Mountain National Park… man 
appears in court accused of murdering Kirsten Kluyts… Prof Harry Seftel dies… Blitzbokke win 
Dubai Sevens. 
COP 28: Greenhouse gas emissions soar – with China, US and India most at fault… Dubai, 
ironically, declared to have “worst air quality”… ‘Major incident' declared amid snowfall in Cumbria... 
UK has lacked coherent economic strategy for years, says ThinkTank’… Cleverly’s migration 
politicking - Government has “closed the stable door after the horse has bolted” on migration… Sir 
Keir Starmer heaped praise on Margaret Thatcher... Boris Johnson v the Covid inquiry…  Farage 
looks set to annihilate the Tories... German tourist killed and two others injured in central Paris 
attack... Muslim mayor comes to terms with Dutch election result… traders with advance knowledge 
of the October 7 Hamas attacks made millions shorting Israel… Elgin Marbles should stay in 
Britain... Sussexes not invited to Duke of Westminster's wedding... Royal family step out in show of 
unity…  Man caught on camera dragging swan by its neck… 
 

VANDALS TRASH SAAF BAYS HILL MONUMENT: 
 

Sadly, the Air Force Memorial at Bays Hill was broken into and vandalised last night. The memorial 
stone depicting the TBVC (Transkei, Bophuthatswana, Venda, and Ciskei) states and NSFs was 
broken off, all electrical cables and pumps stolen, all lights around the monument broken out of their 
fittings. The Base has already conducted a damage assessment, and a meeting has been convened 
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for Monday to discuss the way forward. This is a tragic state of affairs. We will let you know the 
outcome of the investigations. 
 

 
 

RAF GETS STING RAY: 
 

 
 

The UK Royal Air Force’s maritime patrol aircraft fleet is to gain a new anti-submarine/anti-surface 
strike capability, in the guise of BAE Systems’ Sting Ray Mod 1 lightweight torpedo. Announced by 
the RAF on 30 November, the integration activity will see the service’s Boeing P-8A Poseidons 
receive an additional weapon to the in-service Mk54 torpedo. “The programme to integrate Sting 
Ray Mod 1 on to Poseidon is now under way,” the service says. This “will give the UK a potent and 
sovereign torpedo capability,” it adds. The RAF says the air-launched Sting Ray weapon – which is 
already in service with the Royal Navy – “has a sophisticated acoustic homing system and a highly 
accurate navigation system”, enabling it to “detect, classify, and attack targets autonomously.” “The 
use of Sting Ray and Mk54 torpedoes gives the UK Poseidon fleet flexibility and interoperability with 
our allies,” says Group Captain Richard Osselton, senior responsible officer, Poseidon futures 
programme. Based at RAF Lossiemouth in Scotland, the UK’s maritime patrol fleet totals nine 
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heavily adapted 737NGs. The type also is armed with Boeing’s AGM-84 Harpoon anti-ship missile. 
(FlightGlobal) 
 

SOFTWARE RESEARCH ACCELERATES TEMPEST: 
 

 
These capabilities will be delivered, in part, by millions of lines of code on the aircraft, with many 
more lines of code also present in ground-based systems. This means the software on Tempest 
needs to be more robust and resilient than that on its potential adversaries. The collaboration 
provided valuable insights into software requirements, design, delivery, operation, speed of 
upgrades and maintenance for both the fighter jet and the training systems pilots and maintainers 
will use to operate and support the aircraft. Outsmart Insight, a deep tech intelligence company, and 
Oxford Creativity, a group delivering a systematic approach to innovation and creative problem 
solving, conducted targeted research with scientists, engineers and academia. The research 
addressed the most challenging problems facing software development over the expected multi-
decade life of the programme: flexible ways of managing computing resources; the role of trusted 
artificial intelligence; software re-use; and increasing software dependability. (RAF News) 
 

MH370 TO COURT IN BEIJING: 
 

Relatives of Chinese MH370 Passengers head to Court looking for Compensation. Almost two thirds 
of the flight's occupants came from China. 
 

 
 

UK scientists, engineers and innovators collaborate to accelerate future 
combat aircraft air power capability. 
 

The UK’s foremost combat air companies and the Ministry 
of Defence have conducted research with scientists at the 
cutting-edge of machine learning, artificial intelligence, data 
science and computing to support the development of 
software for a next-generation fighter jet. Tempest will be 
part of the UK’s future combat air system (FCAS) and is 
designed to be a supersonic stealth fighter equipped with 
pioneering technologies, including state-of-the-art 
integrated sensing and protection capabilities. 
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 Relatives of MH370 victims are seeking compensation from companies including 

Malaysia Airlines, Boeing, Rolls-Royce, and Allianz. 
 They are seeking between 10 million and 80 million yuan per person. 
 Relatives have also made non-monetary demands, including resuming search efforts for the 

missing plane, better communication, and counselling. 
  

DOD FRAUD CASES TOP A BILLION RAND: 
 

Parliament’s Joint Standing Committee on Defence (JSCD) heard from outgoing SA National 
Defence Force (SANDF) Provost Marshal General, Rear Admiral (JG) Mokgadi Maphoto, that there 
are currently nine corruption and fraud cases, with a total monetary value in excess of R1 billion, at 
various stages of investigation in the Department of Defence (DoD). Of five presently at the forensic 
audit stage the “irregular awarding of a contract” for unspecified DoD asset management tops the 
list with a Military Police Division value of R604 million. An indication of the snail’s pace at which 
justice can move in South Africa comes from the state of play explanation accompanying an update 
on a case registered in 2017. It relates to “non-compliance with the mandatory pre-qualifying 
criteria.” The matter involves R105 million. In October 2021, the Director of Umkhombe Marine was 
arrested and released on bail. The case was postponed seven times, the latest date for which is 1 
March 2024. 
  

GOING OUT WITH A R5M BANG: 
 

The South Africa National Defence Force (SANDF) brought out the big bucks for the funeral of its 
logistics chief, Lieutenant General Xolani Ndlovu, who passed away in November. 
 

 
 

The lavish send-off for Ndlovu, complete with a fly-by of two Gripen fighter planes compliments of 
the SA Air Force, and even a cowhide coffin paraded on a gun carriage, reportedly cost about R5 
million. This, as Helmoed Heitman, a permanent part of the wider South African defence sector who 
has put in the hard yards under successive administrations before and post-democracy, recently 
told The Citizen the SANDF is “sadly on the same path as Eskom, SAA and railways.” According to 
a defenceWeb report, in order to manage its more than R6 billion budget shortfall, SANDF bosses 
are expected to freeze spending on catering, conferences, workshops, and other related goods and 
services. 
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WORLD’S FIRST HEART TRANSPLANT: 
 

Hartog Blok writes from Mossel Bay in a FaceBook post: It was today, 3 December 1967 that Prof. 
Chris Barnard performed the on Louis Washkansky at Groot Schuur hospital in Cape Town. He lived 
for 9 days. The donor was a lady, Denise Darvall. At the time, I was 14 years old and remember the 
newspapers brandishing the historical significance of the event.  His brother was also a smart man, 
also a cardiologist Marius Barnard. They both came from Beaufort West. So why do I highlight this? 
This morning at 08H30, I was at Mossel Bay airfield and an aircraft (King Air 200) landed from Cape 
Town bringing in a team of 3 Doctors and 3 Nurses to harvest organs from a person whose organs 
were suitable for transplant. I found it uncanny that I relived history of 56 years ago on this day and 
that the heart is probably being transplanted right now in Cape Town as I type.  Godspeed to the 
surgical teams and all the patients involved.  I so hope for 100% success. To the donor’s family, all 
strength at this time and my message comes with a “thank you.” 
 

CHEERS FOR NOW: 
 

Last week was to have been the last issue of Ramblings for the year However several significant 
things have happened which are worth mention before we finally bombshell for Christmas and New 
Year, First, Prof Harry Seftel, Doyen of Radio Medical shows has died at 94. Second, Henry 
Kissinger, the deus ex machina of US Foreign Policy for forty years, died at the age of 100 (see 
piece at end). Third, the SAAF Memorial on Bays Hill was, sadly, trashed and vandalized on the 
weekend, sending out some powerful messages about the State of the Nation. Fourth, Hyundai 
engineers have reinvented the wheel (True story - see piece at end) and Fifth, and more happily, 
our Christmas Ladies Lunch was a high point of the year, with 65 attending and with Rob Hersov as 
a most engaging guest speaker… and of course, Sixth, the Blitzbokke won the Dubai Sevens 
 

TAILPIECE: 
 

“The only mystery in life is why the kamikaze pilots wore helmets.” – Al McGuire 
 

“The difference between stupidity and genius is that genius has its limits.” – Albert Einstein 
 

“War is God’s way of teaching Americans geography.” – Ambrose Bierce 
 

“It would be nice to spend billions on schools and roads, but right now that money is desperately 
needed for political ads.” – Andy Borowitz 
 

“At every party there are two kinds of people – those who want to go home and those who don’t. 
The trouble is, they are usually married to each other.” – Ann Landers 
 

“My opinions may have changed, but not the fact that I’m right.” – Ashleigh Brilliant 
 

“Have you noticed that all the people in favor of birth control are already born?” – Benny Hill 
 

“The surest sign that intelligent life exists elsewhere in the universe is that it has never tried to 
contact us.” – Bill Watterson 
 

“As a child my family’s menu consisted of two choices: take it or leave it.” – Buddy Hackett 
 

“My favorite machine at the gym is the vending machine.” – Caroline Rhea 
 

“All right everyone, line up alphabetically according to your height.” – Casey Stengel 
 

“How many people here have telekinetic powers? Raise my hand.” – Emo Philips 
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“If you live to be one hundred, you’ve got it made. Very few people die past that age.” – George 
Burns. 
(Sent in by Bruce Prescott) 
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HENRY KISSINGER 
Henry Alfred Kissinger (May 27, 1923 – November 29, 2023) who has died aged 100, was an 
American diplomat, political scientist, geopolitical consultant, and politician who served as the United 
States Secretary of State and National Security Advisor in the presidential administrations of Richard 
Nixon and Gerald Ford between 1969 and 1977. Born in Germany, Kissinger came to the United 
States in 1938 as a Jewish refugee fleeing Nazi persecution. He served in the U.S. Army during 
World War II, and, after the war, was educated at Harvard University, where he became a Professor 
of Government and earned an international reputation as an expert on nuclear weapons and foreign 
policy. He frequently acted as a consultant to government agencies, think tanks, and the presidential 
campaigns of Nelson Rockefeller and Nixon before being appointed National Security Advisor.  

 
 

Kissinger achieved a réclame which a president of the United States might – and did – envy. 
Kissinger's impact on the modern world was titanic Yet, with the possible exception of Donald Trump 
(and for very different reasons), he remained the most polarising figure in US politics. Henry 
Kissinger always tended to his image, even when it came to his Obituary. Interviewing Henry 
Kissinger was a bit like negotiating an arms control agreement: full of complexity, nuance, evasion 
and declarations you had to check. And utterly fascinating… “David,” Henry Kissinger said to me 
one day in the summer of 2017, after a lengthy interview for the obituary that appeared in The New 
York Times. “Are you writing one of those articles that will appear when I can no longer argue with 
its premise?” He said it with a mischievous sparkle in his eye. In a series of running conversations 
stretched over roughly seven years, I had told Mr. Kissinger, when he asked, that I was “writing 
about your life.” The master of diplomatic nuance knew exactly what that meant. Few who are being 
interviewed for their own obituary want to be reminded, too explicitly, about their mortality. But Henry 
Kissinger didn’t become Henry Kissinger without carefully tending his image, and this time he was 
waiting for an answer to his question. “Mr. Secretary,” I finally said, “knowing you, you’ll find a way.” 
He chuckled, and we moved on. There is no way to write about the life of Henry Kissinger without 
angering just about everyone. His was a remarkable story: An immigrant who arrived in New York 
among the last Jews to escape Nazi Germany, who rose to become secretary of state, and within 
four decades did more to shape the diplomacy and geopolitical power of his adopted nation than 
almost anyone in the 20th century. (David E. Sanger, a White House and national security correspondent for The 

New York Times.) 
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HYUNDAI REINVENTS THE WHEEL: 
 

 
 
Air conditioning and touchscreens didn’t alter how cars drove but did revolutionize the driving 
experience. Now Hyundai has created the Uni Wheel, a device that not only transmits power to a 
wheel more efficiently, it also saves space within the structure of a vehicle — space that can be 
used for other things, like more battery capacity, more cargo space, or more room for passengers 
to stretch their legs. The Hyundai Uni Wheel is fiendishly clever. It is also fiendishly difficult to 
describe accurately. What it does is move the drive reduction gear and flexible driveshaft 
components known as constant velocity joints inside the wheel. So it’s not an in-wheel motor, as 
such, but functions very much like one without adding the weight of the motor to the wheel. Let’s 
start with one of the basic dilemmas that has confronted automotive engineers since the very 
beginning. When a rear wheel drive car goes around a corner, the outside wheel travels a slightly 
longer distance than the inside wheel. A direct mechanical connection between the two would put 
stress on the rear axle, stress that might lead to premature failure. The more power transmitted, the 
more stress created and the higher the failure rate. To compensate, engineers created the 
differential, a device that only sends power to one wheel so the other can turn freely in corners. For 
decades, most cars and trucks had what essentially was one-wheel drive, thanks to the 
compromises the differential required. That led to the invention of more complicated devices known 
as limited slip differentials, or posi-traction in marketing terms. Then came the front wheel drive cars 
and Constant Velocity joints, which now work remarkably reliably. Hyundai engineers wondered if 
there might not be a better way, and so they started tinkering with ideas. Eventually they came up 
with the Uni Wheel, a devilishly clever device that replaces the CV joint completely and heralds a 
new era in which each wheel has its own motor. 
(Sent in by Bruce Prescott) Full story at: Behold The Hyundai Uni Wheel. Transportation May Never Be The Same - 
CleanTechnica 
 

Behold The Hyundai Uni Wheel. Transportation May Never Be 
The Same. Since the early days of the automobile, there have 
been some inventions that fundamentally changed the driving 
experience. The self-starter, the automatic transmission, front 
wheel drive, and electronic fuel injection are a few examples 
that come to mind. 


